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ASSIGNMENT

For good and valuable consideration, receipt of which is hereby acknowledged, Mason B. Mount and John R. Hart, Jr., individuals, hereinafter referred to as ASSIGNOR, does hereby assign, sell and set over to Hi-Stat Manufacturing Company, Inc., a corporation organized and existing under the laws of the State of Florida and having a place of business at 7292 26th Court East, Sarasota, Florida, 34243, hereinafter referred to as ASSIGNEE, its successors, assigns or other legal representatives, the entire right, title and interest, domestic and foreign, in and to the inventions and discoveries in the following inventions identified by title, and with the docket number of the attorneys of record (Bliss McGlynn, P.C., in Troy, Michigan):

Apparatus and Method for Controlling a Solenoid Valve
(Attorney Docket No: 3435.00002)

including the right of ASSIGNEE, its successors, assigns or other legal representatives to make applications and to receive Letters Patents for the inventions and discoveries in any and all foreign countries in its or their own name or names, or in our names, at its or their election, and ASSIGNOR hereby assigns, sells and sets over to ASSIGNEE, its successors, assigns or other legal representatives, all rights of priority in and to the inventions and discoveries in all countries, together with all claims for damages by reason of unauthorized use or infringement of Letters Patents on the inventions and discoveries and with the right to sue for and collect the damages.

And ASSIGNOR hereby agrees for itself, its successors, assigns or other legal representatives to execute all papers, including applications for Letters Patent of any and all kinds and in any and all countries and to perform any and all acts which ASSIGNEE, its successors, assigns or other legal representatives may deem necessary to secure thereto the rights herein assigned, sold and set over.

And ASSIGNOR hereby represents and warrants that it has not granted any rights inconsistent with the rights granted herein.

MASON B. MOUNT

Signature

Date

11/5/98

JOHN R. HART, JR.

Signature

Date

11-5-98
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